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Who is Hovie Hawk? 
Founder and creative director of Design Hovie 
Studios, a local, international design boutique 
based in Seattle and Chelan

Since 1993, involved in the creation of over 200 
web sites, 150 logos, and a multitude of print 
material for small and large companies from all 
over the world



Hovie’s Style? 
Clean, minimal designs influenced by the Swiss / 
International design style

My goal is to create the most 
visual impact with the minimum 
amount of elements

“Everything deserves to be designed well”



Design Evolution 
Early work (1993-1999) was reflective of the 
Seattle 1990s scene with gritty, layered layouts 

Work was exciting and energetic, but lacked 
a mainstream, commercial appeal for final 
solutions



Design Evolution 
In 2000, moved the studio to Milan and was 
forced to refine design style 

Design became more polished, timeless, 
and marketable 

Now I use aspects of both to craft my designs











































Why Swiss Style? 
Clean, minimal design is like a rich, gourmet, 
vanilla ice cream... it goes with nearly 
everything and can be the base for countless 
amazing desserts. 



Why Swiss Style? 
The more you expose yourself to, and learn the 
fundamentals of designing in, the design style, 
the more successful you will be as a designer. 



Key Elements of Swiss Style 

A.  Uniformity and geometry

B.  Small, medium, large layout  
dynamic

C.  Whitespace

D.  Grid

E.  Simple, clean, minimal

F.   San-serif

G.  Font size as tool, impact, rhythm

H.  Photography, bold, clean,  
white space, etc.



Minimal, Not Easy 
Minimal, well thought out, well designed 
business cards stand out in a crowded world of 
designers, many of whom overdesign.



Minimal is Engaging 
A well designed letterhead and resume 
stands out more today than ever due to our 
increasingly digital world. 



Over Designed is 
Common 
An over designed resume stands out in the wrong 
way. Minimal, clean, organized speaks much louder 
in the right way.  



Build from a Solid Base 
Knowing and understanding good basic 
fundamentals allows you to push beyond 
the ordinary.



Building on Type 1 
Think back to projects you did in Type 1 and 
build upon those concepts you learned for 
organization and space.



Organized Expression 
Using a well organized, clean base allows for 
embellishments that enhance rather than distract. 
And, convey that you understand fine design.
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Course Goals

Provide students the opportunity to explore and design in the 

Swiss / International graphic design style.

Help students to create the initial base for a successful personal 

design system that will set them apart upon graduation.




